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A very fond farewell
After five years of steering Lepra through
what has been an unprecedented time,
we are sad to say farewell to Geoff
Prescott, CEO. Geoff’s experience,
foresight and person-centred approach
has made a deep and lasting impact on
the organisation both overseas and here
in the UK.
Geoff has brought leadership,
fortitude and a strong desire
to continually push Lepra
forward to achieve the
best possible results. We
hope you will join us in
wishing him well in his
future endeavours! But
before Geoff moves
on, we caught up with
him to ask him to share
his thoughts about his
tenure at Lepra.

Geoff, can you tell us
what made you join Lepra
back in 2017?
First of all, health and aid is what I do; it
reflects my experience and formal training.
I’ve always worked for ‘good causes’ and it’s
fair to say, that has meant an unorthodox
career path.
With Lepra, the cause is without doubt. The
prejudice and discrimination faced by people
affected by leprosy, is greater than any other
disease in the world; and yet it is really hard
to raise resources for and make progress on
behalf of the people affected.

What has been the biggest challenge and
how have you overcome it?
The biggest challenge was ensuring leprosy
was given the recognition it deserved in terms
of being treated seriously with science and
with evidence. Over the last five years, we’ve
refocussed our energies and attention on
leprosy itself. As an example, the question
of why is leprosy important, everyone at
Lepra can answer with focus and insight. It’s

because 50% of those who have leprosy are
at risk of severe disability and there is a huge
amount of prejudice meaning that they suffer
inordinately from the associated problems
of having leprosy. Those are the real two
challenges; “disability and prejudice.”

What has been the highlight of your time
at Lepra?
The people we work with. We’re
a people-centred organisation.
To put that in human terms,
there are individuals who
experience terrible lives as
a result of leprosy; they
get divorced, they are
ostracised by their families,
they get thrown out of
school, they lose their job,
their livelihoods, often their
desire to live. Keeping
that focus, we make
sure our resources
are directed to the
people who need
them most. Resources
given to the programmes and projects which
have the maximum impact on the lives of
people affected by leprosy. Visiting India
and Bangladesh and listening to the people
affected is thus both inspiring and heartbreaking.
When the COVID-19 pandemic began, our
response was agile, as you will read later in
the newsletter with an account from Rajni,
our state coordinator in Bihar. We kept our
leprosy and lymphatic filariasis (LF) services
open when other organisations’ services often
ground to a halt. We also made an immediate
step change in the way we worked, quickly
identifying what we could do differently to
help the people who we knew would be worst
hit by COVID-19.

What do you feel is your lasting impact
for the organisation?
What is really special about Lepra is the
people who support us. There are so many
organisations and charities out there calling
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for peoples’ funds and time, but supporting leprosy
shows a real practical commitment to help those
who globally, need support the most.
There is prejudice by governments and prejudice
by international institutions; most governments
refuse on principle to fund leprosy. Can you
believe it? It’s astounding! We are totally
dependent on the donations people give us and we
do not forget that for a single second of a single
day.
This year is my fifth Giving Tuesday and for 2021,
our appeal is called “Giving Shoesday”. Shoes are
vitally important for people affected by leprosy.
Without specialist shoes, people often walk in bare
feet, they get infections, they lose parts of their
foot. This is due to the peripheral nerve damage
caused by leprosy, which means feet can be easily
injured, and for those with existing disabilities,
those injuries can get worse. Regular shoes often
provide more harm than good, not fitting correctly,
or rubbing in places people cannot feel.
Lepra makes special bespoke shoes, employing
people who otherwise might find employment
difficult, often coming from the leprosy community
themselves. Shoes are really important to us and
we are delighted to provide tens of thousands of
pairs a year. Giving ‘Shoesday’ is a really good
example of, not only how our wonderful supporters
enable us to continue our work, but also of the
shoes themselves.

Where do you feel Lepra will be heading in
the next 5 years?
Lepra has been building up to a much greater scale
of Active Case Finding (ACF). The more people
you find with leprosy; the fewer disabilities result
because you reach people earlier through early
case detection. That is what we have been doing
and want to increase. Finding and treating people
early with a simple course of multi-drug therapy
(MDT) reduces the number of new people who will
become infected. We’ve been gearing up steadily
to roll this out on a significant scale and I am
delighted to say that’s where we’re heading; a scale
up of ACF would reduce leprosy numbers in the
long term
Five years have passed in a flash. Lepra is a great
organisation and I am proud and honoured to have
had five years leading this wonderful charity.

I wish you all well. Together we WILL
beat leprosy.
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Coming up this
winter!
Get ready for
double donations!

Launching on Giving
Tuesday, and with
support from wonderful
and committed donors
who have pledged
donations to our
matched funding pot, we are once again
running our ‘£1 from you, we get two’
appeal, meaning...
The first £30,000 of donations will be
doubled from 30 November to 31 March
2022!
30 November
to
31 March
2022

Giving Tuesday
2021 We’re super

excited to share that Jo
Brand, Martin Clunes
30 November
OBE, Hannah Cockroft
MBE, Dame Judi Dench,
David Flatman, Stephen
Fry, Colin Jackson CBE,
Dame Lesley Lawson (Twiggy), Joanna
Lumley OBE, Dame Helen Mirren, Dermot
O’Leary and Sir Tony Robinson have
donated to our celebrity auction. Each
pair of fabulously famous footwear sold
will raise much-needed funds to support
our work, including our footwear projects
which are vital services for people affected
by leprosy and lymphatic filariasis.

Our auction will be live with these
fabulously-famous shoes from
30 November to 12 December 2021.
World Leprosy Day
2022 takes place on

30 January. Supported
by our global friends
30th January
and partners, we
2022
will use this day to
highlight the systemic
injustice that people
affected by leprosy face, every single day.

Stay tuned for more details of our
events and activities!

Get involved in our
fundraising by visiting
lepra.org.uk/get-involved/
fundraise

LepraNews
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Footwear: Stepping from the
past to the present
Shining the spotlight on just how
transformative customised footwear for
people affected by leprosy can be, this year
Lepra is turning Giving Tuesday into ‘Giving
Shoesday’.
Leprosy causes nerve damage, with people
affected often unable to feel pain. This leaves
them exposed and vulnerable to burns, cuts,
ulcers and injuries which if
left untreated, can lead to
severe damage to fingers,
toes, hands and feet, resulting
in permanent disability.
Our protective footwear
is made from multicellular
rubber (MCR) and is key in
encouraging early healing
of wounds and ulcers, and
preventing further disability or
injury.
Taking a people-centred
approach, each pair of shoes
is carefully and individually
designed. Lepra provides
this footwear free of charge;
footwear which helps people
to walk comfortably whilst
restoring their independence.
Our mobile shoe vans are
staffed with highly-skilled
shoe technicians who travel thousands of
miles every year to measure, make and deliver
footwear across rural and remote regions of
India.
Throughout our history we have recognised
the importance of footwear and have worked
at the forefront of its development. Today
we invite you to look back at some of the
shoes which were being made in Lepra’s past,
and how experimenting with different styles
and materials helped in the advancement of
leprosy-related footwear.
We also want to look into the emotional
impact of having a foot disability due to
leprosy: and, most importantly, what it meant
to have shoe and leg support to restore both
normal usage and a sense of dignity.

Leprosy Review from 1972, highlights that
many of the beds in leprosy hospitals were
occupied by those suffering from foot ulcers;
demonstrating an essential need for protective
footwear. The Review stressed the importance
of well-fitting shoes; “what it means to the
individual patient, is to be able to live his life
independent of a hospital…” The development
of shoes or sandals which would protect the
feet and prevent ulcers was
clearly vital.
If we look through the
scientific articles between
the 1960s and 1990s, we find
that there were many papers
which focus on the materials
and designs to create the
most effective footwear. Of
particular interest were the
pressure points that could
be generated as the foot
moved, resulting in ulcers.
Ideas like the ‘double-rocker’
(1983) aimed to prevent this
occurrence and the basics
of the design are still in use
today.
Material choice was also of
vital importance. A company
called Bata designed and
produced specially-deepened canvas shoes
and ankle-high boots with MCR inner-soles.
Their appearance, identical to conventional
shoes sold in local shops, meant that they
didn’t immediately differentiate the wearer as a
person affected by leprosy, therefore negating
some of the discrimination they may face.
They fastened using Velcro straps which were
also very popular amongst people who may
have some loss of sensation in their hands.
The use of micro cellular rubber sole was a
crucial component in supportive footwear.
Prior to that many soles were made of
materials easily found or cheaply constructed
such as cow-hide, split car tyres, or vulcanized
rubber. The sturdier MCR could not be easilypierced by thorns or nails and also had an
element of ‘bounce’ which provided cushioning.
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Strap positioning was also of vital importance;
the ‘Y strap’ for example, hugs the contours of
the foot whilst avoiding squeezing sensitive or
damaged areas. As technologies and research
developed, the footwear designs were optimised
to avoid concentrated pressure that could result
in new ulcers whilst providing support and
protection. But there remained other factors
to consider such as cost; still a barrier to shoe
provision today.
Emphasising the difference that footwear can
make, we return to the story of Sempa, the
young boy whose toes were attacked by rats.
Sempa was featured on Lepra’s ‘Latest News’
webpage in July, in our celebration of the
‘International Day of Friendship’. When, with
rest and regular dressing, the ulcer on his foot
had healed, he joined the 320 other children in
the school. He was the most seriously affected
by leprosy; he couldn’t speak the local language
and seemed to be floundering. But, bright as he
was, he quickly learned the language and made
friends, and friends made all the difference to
him.
Sempa is seen here in the picture with his friend,
his damaged foot slightly behind his healthy
foot, an additional calliper around his knee.
His sandal has been modified and we can see
that there is a cord running from the top of the
sandal to the calliper on his knee which gives
him the ability to walk. He is looking into the
camera with a smile and his words express how
he has moved beyond his bad experiences; “I
have no fears now, I have many friends here and
my future is in your hands.”
Sempa’s story has a happy ending thanks to a
seemingly basic intervention that restored his
freedom of movement, and in so doing, gave
him confidence and dignity for the first time. To
find out more about Sempa’s story, visit
lepra.org.uk and search for ‘Sempa’.
It costs Lepra £6 to provide protective footwear
to a person affected by leprosy and yet that
footwear has the power to transform their life.
We hope that through reflection on the
evolution of our footwear in the build-up to
Giving Shoesday, we can move one step closer
to changing the lives of people affected by
leprosy.

Fundraising update
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Global Grants success!
Lepra are thrilled to announce that the Rotary
Foundation has recently approved funding from
their Global Grants scheme to develop and deliver
a training programme that will address the skills
gap within Podiatric Care.
The $40,000 project will enable Lepra to train 15
shoe technicians and 15 ulcer dressers, specialising
in the needs of people affected by leprosy.
This Specialist Leprosy Technician Training project
will include online theory sessions as well as on-thejob practical demonstrations and experience, and
will be delivered at Lepra’s referral centres across
India – 19 in all, spread across 6 states and Delhi.
Trainees will have close experience of leprosy, either
having been a leprosy patient themselves, or with a
family member or neighbour who has been affected
by the disease.

Give the gift of
Gift Aid, and
turn 2022 into
a year of hope. For every
£1 you donate, Lepra is able to claim an
extra 25p back from HMRC, so long as you pay
the basic rate of tax. Better still is the fact that we
can claim this retrospectively on all the wonderful
donations you have made over the last 4 years!
Higher-rate taxpayers can also claim back 20% on
the full donation. So for every £100 donation, Lepra
receives £25 back through tax relief and if you are
a higher-rate taxpayer, you receive 20% back of the
£125, which equals £25. This effectively works by
increasing your basic-rate tax band by the amount
you donate. So, if you donate £1,000, your basicrate tax threshold will increase from £50,270 to
£51,270 in the current tax year.
If you are interested, please complete and return
the enclosed Gift Aid declaration form as soon as
possible. Our dedicated team will do the rest.
Last year, Lepra’s Gift Aid claim was in excess of
£108,781, which highlights just how vital maximising
this scheme is. Funding of this scale can cover
the cost of running 3 referral centres for a whole
year, as well as paying for 2 brand new health
education vans which visit remote villages in rural
areas, providing support to people with leprosy and
lymphatic filariasis. Find out more here:
lepra.org.uk/get-involved/donate/a-guide-to-gift-aid
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Rajni Singh’s
COVID-19

Real life story
For Giving Tuesday, we spoke to Rajni
Singh, who led the roll-out of our
first mobile footwear unit, and spoke
about his experiences during the
pandemic.
As LEPRA Society’s State Coordinator in Bihar,
India, Rajni and his team were on the front-line of
healthcare in one of the worst-affected countries
in the world. The second most populated country
in the world; India’s healthcare system faced
collapse under the strain of COVID-19. During
the strict lock-down, millions of migrant workers
were forced to leave the urban areas, upon which
they depended on for income and employment,
returning to their rural villages, further spreading
the disease and adding to the unfolding crisis.
This caused unimaginable hardship for people,
with many unable to work. But in addition to the
social crisis, the country also struggled to keep
up with demand for life-saving oxygen, which
ran dangerously low in the spring of 2021. Rajni
offers a unique perspective of this period, not
only as an employee of LEPRA Society, but also as
an individual who himself had battled lymphatic
filariasis (LF).
His commitment to improving the lives of disabled
people was recognised in August 2019, when
Rajni won the prestigious ‘National Centre for
Promotion of Employment for Disabled People
(NCPEDP) MPHASIS Universal Design Award.
The NCPEDP award highlights the extraordinary
work of people trying to make the world a more
accessible place. Several of the awards focus not
just on physical accessibility, but on technology,
transport, information and support services. The
recipients of the awards empower those suffering
with disabilities with ground-breaking concepts
and ideas.
Rajni developed several innovative appliances
for people affected by leprosy, lymphatic filariasis,
podoconiosis and diabetes. Most notably, Rajni
played a leading role in the development of
Lepra’s first ‘Mobile Foot Care Unit’ which we are
celebrating this November for ‘Giving Tuesday’ (or
Giving ‘Shoesday’ as we like to call it).
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Originally trained as a physiotherapist, Rajni has
worked with leprosy patients for more than 20
years, joining LEPRA Society in 1994. He has been
instrumental in raising awareness of leprosy and
promoting the multi drug therapy, which can cure
leprosy, if the disease is caught early enough. “The
mobile footwear unit is something I developed
in 2015, with the support of Pavers UK and their
partnership with Lepra. We began with just one
mobile foot care unit and now we have been able
to expand our operation with additional units to
cover even more remote areas”.
Rajni’s passion for improving the lives of people
affected by leprosy and LF, is palpable and
his dedication to the cause is nothing short
of inspirational. When the Indian government
announced the first lock-down on the 22nd March
2020, Rajni’s first thoughts were for those who he
and his team supported. “What is going to happen
to my people? Those who need treatment every
month?”
The team very quickly realised how important
LEPRA’s response would be. With shortages of
medication, PPE, oxygen cylinders and ventilators,
the situation was becoming critical. “We had to do
something, so with the help of the state’s Leprosy
Coordinator, we got permission to travel across
Bihar to provide support. We were given a 4x4
and 10 motorcycles to allow us to
move quickly and we were able
to deliver thousands of doses
of vital medication and selfcare kits”.
The team also worked
hard to continue providing
important emotional
support by telephone, and
the mobile footwear unit
continued to operate with
the greatest care given
to social distancing and
infection control.

LepraNews
In what must have been very difficult
circumstances, Rajni also played an important role
in looking after his team, keeping them motivated
and as safe as possible in their response. He
warmly describes them as his ‘family’ and his duty
of care to them is foremost in his mind. In May
2021, the country was hit by a second, more deadly
wave of COVID-19, with the government predicting
40 times the infection rate of the first wave.
“In my village, it was a very terrible situation, every
house had a positive case. My
village only has a population
of 1,200 people and 9 people
died. Every house had 1 or
2 people with symptoms
including a fever, sneezing
and coughing. They were
most likely to be positive
but the testing centre was 16
km away and there was no
functioning transportation
system at the time”.
Rajni admits that in the
second wave, he feared the
disease. As a father and a
husband, the personal risks
to him and his family weighed
heavily on his mind. He recalls having many
sleepless nights as he asked himself the question
“what if something happens to me, who will care
for my family”. It was a very real threat, with over
711 doctors dying of COVID-19 by this point.
This was an emotional time for Rajni and his wife
but ultimately, his responsibility to the people in
his care gave him the motivation he needed to
continue his amazing work. “I asked my wife, if I
am not going to help then who will?”
When reflecting on the pandemic, Rajni turned to
the positives that came out of this terrible time.
He describes with great pride, the courage of his
team and how they worked tirelessly through the
crisis, with little food and very few opportunities
to rest and recover themselves. There was
also a great deal that the team learnt from the
pandemic. “Every state that we work in should
have a specialist person trained in disaster
management to help the organisation
cope with future emergencies” explains
Rajni. “Our rapid provision of food and
medical supplies was vital to the success
of our response, but education also
played a very important role in helping
us get through this disaster. Many
people living in rural areas have no
TV or access to the media, so to
bring information on the spread
of the disease and infection
control measures was vital to our
success”.
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Through their ability to access remote
communities, the team provided sanitiser, PPE,
face masks as well as nutritional supplies. “One
of my friends donated soya chunks, which are
very high in protein and very low cost; 1kg can
feed a family for up to 20 days. From here we
realised the importance of this product and
have supplied nearly 500 packets; without
good nutrition, you don’t have good health.
If you don’t have a good health, then you
are more susceptible to COVID-19 and other
infections.”
Rajni and his team
also played a key role
in the roll out of the
vaccination programme
in Bihar. Lepra,
supported by Canadian
charity Effect Hope,
provided over 15,000
life-saving vaccinations
to communities affected
by leprosy and LF.
The team’s ability to
provide education and
information about the
importance and efficacy
of the vaccination,
proved highly successful, with wide-spread
uptake from the communities Lepra support.
Through 2020-2021, Lepra also provided 12,364
food and PPE care packages and over 5,500
COVID-19 PCR tests to help battle the disease.
On behalf of the people we support, we pay
tribute to the incredible work and personal
sacrifice of Rajni and his team, as well as the
countless aid workers, medics and support
staff that continued their work during this
unprecedented crisis.
Their courage and fortitude provides an
example to us all, and shows what can
be achieved when we foster the sense of
purpose, belonging and family that our
amazing colleague and friend Rajni has shown
throughout his incredible career.

Please donate or become a
regular giver today!
donate.lepra.org.uk
Return the donation
form enclosed
Call 01206 216 700
Text LEPRA6 to 70500
SCAN ME
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St Joseph’s Leprosy Centre

COVID-19 Update

Established in 1993, the Sisters of St Joseph
provide a vital regional service for those affected
by leprosy, providing specialist reconstructive
surgery and rehabilitation services. The centre
offers physiotherapy, therapeutic counselling, selfcare education, ulcer care to a specialist shoe unit
which provides custom made footwear to help
prevent further serious disability.
Across the globe, the pandemic
placed great strain on medical
services and infrastructure,
preventing many from accessing
important treatment services.
This was particularly true in India,
in addition to the risks associated
directly with COVID-19, many
people faced additional
hardships; unable to work, travel
or access even basic healthcare provisions.
Through the spring and summer of 2021, the
sisters of the SJLC, worked tirelessly to minimise
the impact this had on those reliant on the vital
services they provide. Sister Grace (Project Officer)
spoke to us about the impact of COVID-19 on the
centre during those most difficult months.
“When the people affected by leprosy were unable
to attend the centre, we coordinated with the
National Leprosy Eradication Programme (NLEP)
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team and other health workers to provide them with
treatment, self-care kits and other immediate help,
within the community. This is one of the positive
outcomes during the pandemic for SJLC.”
The SJLC took on a new function during this time,
the centre became a hub for vaccination and the
provision of emergency kits containing dry food
supplies and self-care/ hygiene kits to over 1,000
families. In addition, Lepra and Canadian charity,
Effect Hope, partnered up to deliver COVID-19
vaccinations to vulnerable communities across the
region.
Although the COVID-19 situation in
India is now easing, the Sisters and
their amazing team on the ground
still face huge difficulties during the
recovery. Mohan Birla (Operation
Theatre Technician) explains:
“Currently, the lock-down has ended
and things are getting back to normal.
It is quite challenging for us to treat
the patients wearing all the protection equipment as
we have to feel and touch the beneficiaries to provide
the right diagnosis and treatment.”
A sincere thank you to our friends and colleagues at
the SJLC. They have worked tirelessly to minimise
the effect of the pandemic on the most vulnerable
members of society. Their work however is only
made possible by the kindness and generosity of
our supporters in the UK. Together we can help the
most vulnerable members of our global community
recover and thrive in a post-pandemic world.

A gift in your will is a legacy that lasts a lifetime
Legacy giving makes the world a better place, for generations to come. Our vision is a world free from
prejudice and discrimination due to leprosy, and a gift in your will can bring us one step closer to this.
We understand that your loved ones will always come first, but after you have taken care of them, would
you consider remembering those most vulnerable, most marginalised, often forgotten, by leaving a gift in
your will? Every third person we help is because of a gift left in a will.
Leaving a gift in your will is a very personal decision. If you have any questions or would like to receive
our legacy guide, please make contact with Olivia Egan who would be delighted to help. Olivia can be
reached by email at OliviaE@lepra.org.uk.
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